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Does industry 
collision shatter  
or shape our 
future thinking?
In this Transformative Age, convergence 
is driving the reimagination of industries to 
create limitless opportunities.
ey.com/betterworkingworld  #BetterQuestions
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Imagine a world where…

minutes, 
You could provision new SAP instances in

instead of days or weeks

  40% – 75%  

You could realise

TCO cost savings

simplifyYou could
operations and have 
better delivery

hours

You could “delete“ or 
refresh and rebuild 
systems in 

Lower costs

Less complexity

Higher agility

Higher Innovation

of with global data
compliance
You are assured 

sovereignty laws
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EY services framework to help clients adopt innovation at the speed of business
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Advisory:
Find New Value

Cloud Transition:
Enable agility and innovation

Architecture:
Modernise your IT

Enabling the modernisation of your  
IT infrastructure by defining:
• cloud strategy
• business case
• cost model
• efficiency levers to realising savings
•  road map to unlock value for your 

enterprise

Designing leading practice target 
architecture that accounts for:
• performance and scalability
• availability and recoverability
• security and compliance
• connectivity

Designing your IT Target Operating 
Model considering shift towards 
intelligent automation

• Migrating your SAP estate to the Azure cloud:
• managing risk and business disruption
• using intelligent automation and DevOps 
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EY’s SAP on Azure services framework is modular by design to provide the most 
value for each client 

Advisory Architecture Cloud Transition

Discover  |  2 – 4 weeks

Assess business case for deploying your 
SAP estate on Azure

•  Develop conceptual architecture design
•   Outline cost estimate based on sizing 

and reference architecture
•  Provide cost scenarios
•   Analyse impacts of efficiency levers to 

realizing savings
•   Develop business case that captures 

financial impacts and cost savings

•  Azure cost estimate
•  Conceptual architectural design
•  Business case for deploying or migrating 
•  SAP environment on Azure
•  High level migration estimate

•   Conduct workshops to review business 
continuity, mission-critical processes

•  Design SAP landscape
•  Assess IT management infrastructure
•   Design logical and physical architecture 

leveraging leading practice reference 
architecture

•   Review and approve proposed architecture

•   Detailed Azure cost estimate
•   Logical architecture design
•   Physical architecture design
•   Technical Bill of Materials
•   Draft reference architecture for pilot

Design target architecture and operating 
model for Azure

Deploy SAP systems on Azure Support transition to operational state 

Design  |  4 – 8 weeks Implement* 4 weeks + Sustain** 4 weeks

 * Duration dependent on client support model, complexity of landscape, greenfield vs brownfield

•   Perform initial cloud setup 
•   Conduct cloud pilot process
•   Address critical gaps
•   Select tools for managing the migrated 

environment
•   Deploy environments in Azure
•   Transition to support

•   Deployment (or migration) plan
•   Test plans (functional, integration, smoke, 

performance)
•   SAP systems deployed in Azure
•   Cutover  plan
•   Operations workbook
•   Lessons learned

•   Health check report 
•   Lessons learned document 

•   Collect KPIs on SLAs, and operational 
stability 

•   Monitor and update business case
•   Conduct post mortem and review issue log 
•   Close out project 
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EY helps organisations to reassess their strategies and priorities to enable their 
digital transformation

…to enable 
their digital 
transformation 1 1

2 2
3 3

4 4

EY has the architecture experience 
spanning business model, process 
model, applications and infrastructure

Advisor and business integrator with the 
broad view of architecture necessary to 
develop roadmaps towards new IT

Why EY? Value to our clients

EY has global integrated practice 
domains that develop and integrate 
the latest SAP in Azure capabilities

Latest insights and innovations 
related to the rapid innovation cycle 
from SAP and Microsoft

Our proven methodology and 
accelerators leverage RPA and DevOps 
principles to provide structured SLA- 
and OLA-based service architecture to 
SAP programs

Maximised benefit of Azure cloud 
elasticity during the program lifecycle 
and run operations

EY has received annual Pinnacle 
awards from SAP for our growth, 
quality, and customer focus

Recognised leader in quality and 
focus for transformational SAP 
programs
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EY and Microsoft help our clients create the right strategy for moving to the cloud

…with innovative 
digital solutions to 
save money and 
provide agility

Azure Certified 
Technology Architects

Business & System Integration 
Methodology 

Architecture 
Reference Models 
(gold/silver/bronze) 
across availability, 

recoverability, 
security, 

performance, etc.

Value Add 
Services: EYC3 
Azure Analytics 
for SAP HANA  

& anyDB

Value Add 
Services: Cyber 

Security

Cost/Benefit 
Models based  

on latest 
product 

roadmap and 
price books

IT TOM for Cloud

R
obotics for

operational tasks

Technology A
rchitecture 

Requirem
ents 

Fram
ew

orks
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Call to Action: CIO, CTO

•   Are you assessing opportunities to enable the business to focus on core initiatives and accelerate 
innovation? 

•   Have you considered the impact of this change on the organisation’s IT strategy and roadmap? 

•   Are you re-evaluating vendor relationships and outsourcing contracts considering the vendor’s capital 
investment and speed of innovation? 

•   Are you assured of compliance with global data sovereignty and industry data security regulations? 

•   Do you have the competency and infrastructure to support a large scale SAP transformation project? 

•   Have you considered how to support the divestiture and TSAs?
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Call to Action: Director of applications, Director of operations

•   Have you considered a strategy to refresh your dated infrastructure while integrating expansive digital 
capabilities such as data lakes and machine learning?

•   Do you find it challenging to right-size your infrastructure to meet the demands of the ongoing projects?

•   Are you able to quickly react to requests for new environments to support development and test 
activities? 

•   Have you evaluated options to modernize your infrastructure and lower your TCO?

•   Have you evaluated various pricing models and sourcing options to select the right hosting/IaaS 
partner?
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Mint – Create Tomorrow 

Mint Management Technologies is a global IT consultancy and development house recognised as a top 
1% of global CRM provider. At Mint we know that our culture reflects our delivery, therefore, we drive 
and embrace a People-First approach in everything that we do.

Through our stakeholder interactions, project implementations and technology innovations we 
ensure that we place people at the centre of everything we do to empower a better tomorrow where 
everyone can achieve more.

We create tomorrow by inspiring our employees, clients and partners to reach their full potential 
through innovative technology solutions. 
 
As an Inner Circle Microsoft Gold Partner, Mint enables better business by digitally transforming its clients 

As an Inner Circle 
Microsoft Gold  

Smarter 
Systems with 

Intelligent 
Insights with 
Artificial 
Intelligence

Cognitive 
Services

Modern Minds 
with Office 365

Partner, Mint enables 
better business by 
digitally transforming 
its clients 
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Mint Management Technologies
Photo-Ready with People Recognition
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Can Your Business Recognise the People that Matter?

Allow us to get you ready for the powerful capabilities of Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Services

Challenges Desired Outcomes

Ideal Solution
•    Currently you have the data and we have the 

technology to ensure that your business can 
take advantage of the innovation that facial 
recognition offers through Cognitive Services, 
Machine Learning, Stream Analytics and 
Dynamics 365.

•    Our Intelligent People Recognition offering 
comprises an assessment to establish what 
you need to  recognise the people most 
important to your business and how we can use 
technology to get you there.

•    Establish your facial recognition 
roadmap to ensure future 
competitiveness

•   Visual identity management
•   Instant verified enrolment or application 
•   Enhanced customer experience 
•    Industry 4.0 experience – taking  

engagements to the next level
•   Increased efficiency and reduced costs
•    Internal automation and integrated 

systems management

•    Lack of a digital roadmap to take advantage  
of the benefits offered by AI and ensure  
future competitiveness

•    Interest in AI but a lack of knowledge on how  
to apply these capabilities in your organization

•    Lack of control over stakeholder data integrity
•    Slow and manual application, identification  

and verification processes
•   Paper-intensive environments
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Mint Management Technologies – People Recognition

Allow us to get you ready for the powerful capabilities of Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Services

AI-Readiness Roadmap Cement your future 
competitiveness

Recognise the people that 
matter to your business

We will get you from where you are today to a 
future where your stakeholder engagements 
are targeted, personalised and based on 
Intelligent Insights.

Assess your business maturity to ensure you 
can advance to the next level and reap the 
rewards that Artificial Intelligence offers. 

Establish your digital roadmap and ensure 
that your people are placed at the center of 
everything that you do. At Mint we ensure 
seamless blend of people, processes and 
technology to help move your business 
forward. 
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Why EY Digital Boardroom?  
EY Digital Boardroom is a visualisation solution that is built on cloud analytics

Why EY Digital 
Boardroom for 
Decision Making 
and Analytics? 

Key selection criteria: 

• One centralised location to analysis of all business activities
•  Performing data interrogation with ease, further driving 

understanding of the outputs to allow easier participation 
across all levels

•  Leveraging cutting edge technology that can be expanded 
into other topics of decision making and analytics

Native mobile applications allow you 
to consume on the go.

Apple devices

Simple and intuitive web portal capable of multi screen presentation modes alongside desktop. 
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EY Digital Boardroom is made for every business leader

Chief Executive Officer

Human Resource Head Chief Information Officer Chief Strategy Officer Chief Marketing Officer

Chief Risk Officer Chief Financial Officer

Focus on 360 view of the organisation 
KPIs and the linearity of your operations 
flow with EY Digital Boardroom

EY Digital Boardroom 
effectively assists you in your 
role as workforce strategist 
and performance conductor.

Have a better overview of your 
change management projects 
with EY Digital Boardroom

Derive the right corporate 
strategic initiatives with EY 
Digital Boardroom

Increase your ability to keep 
track of all your marketing 
activities with EY  Digital 
Boardroom

Enable the effective governance of risk 
and related opportunities across all 
segments and areas of your business

Enhance proactive financial planning 
and record-keeping with EY Digital 
Boardroom
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EY Digital Boardroom: Overview
The Existing Challenges on Board Levels

EY Digital Boardroom Use Cases EY Digital Boardroom 

Why EY? – Our Service

Derive the right corporate strategic initiatives with  
EY Digital Boardroom

Support your board meeting of the future with a holistic view of organisation’s 
performance in real-time, analyse and visualise insights in a intuitive way. 
Save time by having all required data at hand and enable ad-hoc simulations to 
validate ideas straight away
•  Create integrated agendas and link stories to define time slots and improve 

time management
• Analyse and plan together – effective, efficient and transparent

Static presentations 
being created manually.

Decisions are made  
by assumptions,  

not by facts

Big Data is everywhere, 
actionable insights  

are missing.

Heterogeneous tools  
with multiple unstructured 

outcomes.
Missing a holistic view

• End-to-end seamless support to enable your Digital Boardroom of the future
•  Workshops around Analytics Cloud fundamentals, Architecture, Data 

modelling and visualisation
• Analysing your organisational needs for the Digital Boardroom 
•  Our technological competence combined with our deep knowledge in 

core topics in boards, especially on CFO level, we are able to leverage our 
experiences in one single application and are able to put theory into practice
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How can we help? 

1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

We have extensive knowledge of 
dashboard design and optimisation, 
requirements gathering to full cycle 
implementation

Utilizing the experiences of 
our customers since 2010 to 
understand key requirements and 
drive development as an exact fit

Our pre-defined KPI library allows 
us to pick and choose already 
mapped & documented metrics to 
quickly enable design sessions and 
reduce costs

With multiplying systems we can 
combine not only many sources but 
many different stories into one hub 
as the single source of the truth 
with complete oversight

Standard prebuilt templates that 
boast an 80% fit reduces time and 
costs of implementations across 
each of our stories

Our capability allows us to create 
proof of concepts that will enable 
a quick win to drive further 
opportunities

We can build bespoke designs 
from the ground up or modify 
prebuilt templates to fit the exact 
specifications of our customers

This is one of our key differentiators 
in this industry and something that 
we are known for in the industry. Our 
campaigns with SAP also make us a 
“go-to” for them 
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Overview

Overview

Supports current  
agenda topic

Supports current  
agenda topic

Supports current  
agenda topicDetails on the current agenda story

Details on the current agenda story

Details on the current agenda story

Explore

Explore

ExploreAnalyze

Analyze

Analyze

Story
Get insights and derive 
actions through analysis of 
live financial data. Create 
predictive forecasts and 
plan your business through 
simulation and what-if-
analyses. Share your work 
output and collaborate with 
team members in the cloud. 

Story
Monitor your conversion funnel and 
understand sales drivers by ad-hoc 
analyses in the Digital Boardroom. 
Discover social media data from various 
sources and take instant actions to steer 
your business into the right direction. 

Story
Get an overview about your 
Tax Rate paid over the 
past years and analyze the 
effective tax rate per county 
and entity level. The scenario 
analysis gives an overview 
on the tax rate changes based 
on what-if calculations and 
helps to manage the tax 
reservations in effective way.

Stakeholder
• CEO
• CFO
• Business unit leaders

Stakeholder
• CEO
• CFO
• Business unit leaders

Stakeholder
• CMO
• Sales Director
• CEO

KPI’s
• EBITDA
• Free Cash Flow
• CapEx

KPI’s
• Tax Rate
• P&L
• Taxes 

KPI’s
• Leads
• Opportunities
• Buzz

Analytical capabilities
• Simulation
•  what-if-analysis  

(value driver tree)

Analytical capabilities
• Geo mapping
• Drilldown-Features
• Scenario Analysis

Analytical capabilities
• Geo map
• Drill-down features
• Filter options

Data
• SAP FI/CO
• SAP BW/BPC
• Economical forecast data

Data
•  SAP ERP
•  SAP HANA  
• Third Party / Non SAP

Data
• Hybris Marketing 
• SAP ERP
• Economical forecast data
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Overview

Supports current  
agenda topic

Supports current  
agenda topic

Supports current  
agenda topicDetails on the current agenda story

Details on the current agenda story

Details on the current agenda story

Explore

Explore

ExploreAnalyze

Analyze

Analyze

Story
Analyze your workforce via 
direct access to live data. 
Gain actionable insights 
on employee turnover and 
employee performance 
through drill-down 
capabilities and machine 
discovery. In addition, 
manage travel expenses and 
derive potential savings.
 

Story
Get insights and derive actions through 
analysis of live financial services data. 
Create predictive forecasts and plan your 
business through simulation and what-
if-analyses. Share your work output and 
collaborate with team members in the 
cloud. 

Story
This tool simplifies the 
identification, prioritization 
and assessment of risks and 
allows you to exercise on-
the-spot risk management. 
Sort and filter requests by 
various factors to get deeper 
insights into the live data. 

Stakeholder
• CHRO
• CEO
• Business unit leaders

Stakeholder
• CEO
• CRO
• Business unit leaders

Stakeholder
• CFO
• CEO
• Business unit leaders

KPI’s
• Headcount
• Payment
• Travel Management

KPI’s
• Risks
• Requests 
• Request status

KPI’s
•  Asset Product Growth
•  Cost to Income Ratio
• Potential Bad Debt

Analytical capabilities
• Drill-down features
• Geo visualization
• Machine discovery

Analytical capabilities
• Data-driven mapping
• Drill-down features
• Timeline views

Analytical capabilities
•  Simulation and what-if-

analysis (value driver tree)
• Predictive forecast

Data
• SAP HCM/ SuccessFactors
• SAP ERP
• Company strategy
• Economical forecast data

Data
•  SAP ERP
•  SAP HANA 

Data
• Finance System
• Banking System
• Economical forecast data
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Supports current  
agenda topic

Supports current  
agenda topicDetails on the current agenda story Details on the current agenda story

Explore ExploreAnalyze Analyze

Story
Gain insight into your 
finances, prime times, 
ratings and social media 
reactions with real-time 
data. Get an overview about 
the most important Key 
Performance Indicators 
with one glance. Effectively 
manage and improve your 
revenues and costs
 

Story
Get insights and derive 
actions through analysis of 
global, external and hotel-
specific data. Find answers 
to the issues affecting the 
business and deep dive 
to the maximum detailed 
level. See how all business 
areas affect the business 
performance. Share your 
work output and collaborate 
with team members in the 
cloud. 

Stakeholder
• CFO
• CEO
• Business unit leaders

Stakeholder
• COO, CMO,CHRO, CEO
• Business unit leaders
• Hotel managers

KPI’s
• Prime ratings
• Finance details 
• Social Media Reactions

KPI’s
• Occupancy, 
• RevPar
• ADR
• Segmentation
• Quality and FTE

Analytical capabilities
• Drilldown-Features
• Real-time data analysis

Analytical capabilities
• Data-driven mapping
• Drill-down features
• Timeline views

Data
• SAP ERP
• Non- SAP Systems

Data
• Human capital system
• Financial system
• Operational system
• External data
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Contacts

Nick Kuhlenthal 
Partner, EY Africa  
nick.kuhlenthal@za.ey.com
+27 82 566 1802 
 
Dale Harrison
Senior Manager, EY Africa

Dale.Harrison@za.ey.com
+27 21 443 0283

Carel du Toit
Mint Group CEO 
Carel.duToit@Mintgroup.net
+27 82 822 1039
 
Wilhelm van Rensburg
Mint Coastal Managing Director

wilhelm.vanrensburg@mintgroup.tech
+27 83 703 3276
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About EY 
 
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The 
insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the 
capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding 
leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so 
doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, 
for our clients and for our communities. 
 
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the 
member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate 
legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by 
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information about 
our  organization, please visit ey.com. 
 
© 2018 EYGM Limited. 
All Rights Reserved 
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This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and 
is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, or other professional 
advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.
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